Sivan Mexico-Digitizing Service for a variety of Civil Registries across Mexico
Our partner Sivan Mexico is the main service provider for the large digitization program of the
Civil Registries in the different Mexican states. Operating with two Qidenus book scanners
acquired in 2012, a Robotic Book Scanner A3+ 300ppi and a large format Mastered Book Scan
System A1 300ppi, Sivan manages to ensure a high speed, quality conservation of the valuable
materials and data available in the Civil Registries: birth, death, marriage or divorce certificates
as well as a wide range of legal documentation.
Qidenus impresses Mexico-complete and effective digitizing solution
“We considered various solutions before starting this complex digitization process, but none of
them was so suitable to our needs as the Qidenus Mastered equipments” states the Sivan
Managing Director Mr. Salomon Orta.
“I was impressed by the technology behind the Qidenus book scanners, everything had been
considered in constructing the scanner: a horizontally and vertically adjustable book cradle in
an optimal 80 degrees created to adapt to all kind of books and bound material without causing
any harm to the book and an automatically moving glass plate which eliminated the possible
curvatures and helped increased the image quality. It was the dream of every digitization
provider or librarian, 100% secure digitization” affirms Salomon.
Qidenus Software-The Unexpected Bonus
“My only concern regarding the book scanner, was the software, since this feature would be
fundamental in the quality of the digitization process, but I was about to be surprised in this
aspect as well. Prepared to buy an additional software, as usually needed with a lot of book
scanners, Qidenus surprised me pleasantly. Their software provided not only an easy, user
friendly interface and a comprehensive management of the four digitization steps: job creation,
scanning, processing and exporting, but also a variety of image processing algorithms which
helped us achieve an excellent output” concludes the Managing Director of Sivan Mr. Salomon
Orta.
The secure digitization of these documents provides the Mexican people with the first accurate
statistical and informational electronic database of the socio-demographic developments from
the last centuries .Qidenus is proud to be playing along with Sivan a main role in the creation of
a new future through the power of wide access to information.
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